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Could Amy and Dan's biggest enemy be . . . a friend? The 39 Clues Book 6 challenges
everything you thought you knew about the Clue race. JOIN ANYTIME TO PLAY FOR
THE CHANCE TO WIN! The 39 Clues gets treacherous. Book 6 takes Amy and Dan
across oceans on the trail of a famous aviator, but they find more than they're looking
for. Their enemies are becoming more vicious, and the truths they discover more
crushing than ever.
Percy Jackson meets Indiana Jones in the New York Times bestselling epic adventure
Seven Wonders! The Colossus Rises is the first book in a seven-book series. This first
installment chronicles the story of Jack McKinley, an ordinary kid with an extraordinary
problem. In a few months, he’s going to die—unless he finds seven magic Loculi that
have been hidden in the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. Rick Riordan calls
Seven Wonders “a high-octane mix of modern adventure and ancient secrets. The
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I can’t wait to see what’s next in the Seven Wonders series!”
39 clues to unscramble. One fabulous prize to win. It's a riddle, a book and a game to
play. Are YOU up to the challenge? Written by celebrated author Rick Riordan, this
interactive challenge takes books to a place they've never been before.
Book 3 in the #1 bestselling The 39 Clues series may just be the most thrill-packed yet!
ATTENTION! Amy and Dan Cahill have been located once again, this time in the
company of the notoriously unreliable Alistair Oh. Could they have been foolish enough
to make an alliance? Spies report that Amy and Dan seem to be tracking the life of one
of the most powerful fighters the world has ever known. If this fearsome warrior was a
Cahill, his secrets are sure to be well-guarded . . . and the price to uncover them just
might be lethal.
The fourth book in the CAHILLS VS. VESPERS series, the follow up to the worldwide
bestseller THE 39 CLUES. After pulling some spectacular heists, Amy and Dan have
become two of Interpol's most wanted criminals. So when Vesper One orders them to
steal the world's largest diamond, they know they're facing life in prison . . . or worse.
But with the Cahill hostages still in peril, Amy and Dan have no choice but to launch a
mission that leads them to an ancient city full of dangerous secrets. With a Vesper mole
sabotaging the Madrigals from inside, Amy and Dan have to fulfill their enemy's request
before it's too late. Vesper One has developed a taste for killing Cahills, and Amy and
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will, these discoveries lead to the revelation of a secret about their family and a
showdown with the man in black who has been following them.
Fourteen-year-old Amy Cahill and her younger brother Dan thought they could return to
their regular lives when they found the 39 clues. But the Vespers, powerful enemies,
will stop at nothing to get the clues. And with the Vespers rising, the world is in
jeopardy.
Amy and Dan Cahill's quest to find the million dollars takes them to Vienna, where they
must outwit their power-hungry relatives as they seek to solve a clue involving Mozart.

39 CLUES COMPLETE BOXED SET 1-11 AND DIGITAL CARDS.The 39 Clues: Cahills vs.
Vespers Book 1: The Medusa PlotScholastic Inc.
????,?????,????????????,?????????????????????——?????,?????????,??????????????????,??
?????????,??????????????,??????????????????????????????????????,???????????????????
......
The bestselling series returns with an even deadlier challenge, as a new enemy is revealed to
be searching for The 39 Clues too... Amy and Dan's race to save the hostages reaches its
thrilling conclusion. Who will be victorious? The Cahills or the Vespers?
The Ultimate Sacrifice It started with a kidnapping. A shadowy organization known only as the
Vespers snatched seven members of the Cahill family and demanded a series of bizarre
ransoms from around the world. Thirteen-year-old Dan Cahill and his older sister Amy began a
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Amy and Dan discover Vesper
One’s terrifying endgame. The objects he demanded are vital pieces in a Vesper plot that will
harm millions of innocent people. Now the two siblings and their friends are in an all-out sprint
to stop Vesper One . . . before the whole world goes BOOM.
In the concluding installment of the best-selling series, Amy and Dan Cahill learn an ultimate
truth that reveals the Madrigal Mission's importance and the danger that their nefarious family
members pose to the entire world.
Tensions run high in the explosive 8th book of 39 Clues, the #1 New York Times bestselling
series. One belief has sustained fourteen-year-old Amy Cahill and her younger brother, Dan,
on their hunt for the 39 Clues: They are the good guys. But then a shocking discovery about
their parents shatters everything Amy and Dan think they know, dividing the two siblings for the
first time ever. When Dan disappears in a country of more than a billion people, Amy has to
make a terrible choice - find the next Clue . . . or find her younger brother.
A brand new adventure from the world of The 39 Clues! For 500 years, the Cahills have been
the most powerful family in the world. For 500 years, they've protected the source of their
power - the 39 Clues. And for 500 years, they've kept their secrets silent. Until now. This
extraordinary stand-alone novel cracks open the Cahill vault to tell the story of the most
coveted piece of artwork in the world, a masterpiece that has been the target of seven
separate theft attempts: Jan van Eyck’s altarpiece at Ghent. OPERATION TRINITY chronicles
the first Vesper attack on the altarpiece in the 1600s, then jumps to WWII and young Grace
Cahill’s desperate bid to save the masterwork from the Nazis. The final piece of the novel tells
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Thirteen-year-old Dan Cahill and his older sister, Amy, are running out of time. An
exiled Cahill known as the Outcast has already recreated of history's worst disasters,
and he's saved the worst for last. If Dan and Amy can't find and stop Outcast fast, he
will initiate a full-scale nuclear meltdown.
Are you ready to save the world? The bestselling series returns with an adventure
spanning 6 explosive books, 2 secret-filled card packs, and a website that places
readers right in the action. Thirteen-year-old Dan Cahill and his older sister, Amy,
thought they belonged to the world's most powerful family. They thought the hunt for 39
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Amy and Dan were wrong. One by one, distress calls start coming in from around the
globe. Cahills are being kidnapped by a shadowy group known only as the Vespers.
Now Amy and Dan have only days to fulfill a bizarre ransom request or their captured
friends will start dying. Amy and Dan don't know what the Vespers want or how to stop
them. Only one thing is clear. The Vespers are playing to win, and if they get their
hands on the Clues . . . the world will be their next hostage.
Spies report that Amy and Dan Cahill seem to be tracking the life of one of the most
powerful fighters the world has ever known, but his secrets are well-guarded and the
price to uncover them just might be lethal.
The end is near! Book 9 of the #1 NY Times Bestselling series. The shadow of a man in
black has followed fourteen-year-old Amy Cahill and her younger brother, Dan, on their
worldwide search for 39 Clues that lead to a great power. Amy and Dan know the man
in black has tried to kill them. They know he's a Madrigal, the most secretive and
terrifying group hunting for the Clues. Amy and Dan have run hard and fast, but they
can't escape the man following them. And now, in the wake of a terrible tragedy, he's
ready to step out of the darkness for their final confrontation.
The Cahill family has a secret. For five hundred years, they have guarded the 39 Clues
- thirty-nine ingredients in a serum that transforms whomever takes it into the most
powerful person on earth. Now the serum is missing. Dan Cahill and his older sister
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everyone.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Percy Jackson & The Olympians: The Ultimate Guide. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
Could Amy and Dan's biggest enemy be . . . a friend? Book 6 in the bestselling The 39
Clues series challenges everything you thought you knew about the Clue race.
Fourteen-year-old Amy Cahill and her younger brother, Dan, head to the Land Down
Under to discover what their own mother and father knew about the hunt for the 39
Clues. But following in their parents' footsteps brings up lost memories for Amy so awful
that she can't share them . . . even with Dan. Haunted by the ghosts of their past,
chased by deadly competitors, Dan and Amy can't see who is an enemy and who is a
friend. Their blindness leads to a terrible mistake . . and the death of a hidden ally.

Amy and Dan Cahill learn an ultimate truth that reveals the Madrigal Mission's
importance and the danger that their nefarious family members pose to the entire
world.
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a new enemy is revealed to be searching for The 39 Clues too... Amy and Dan's
race to save the hostages reaches its thrilling conclusion. Who will be victorious?
The Cahills or the Vespers?
Amy Cahill and her younger brother Dan thought they could return to their regular
lives, but the Vespers, powerful enemies, will stop at nothing to get the clues that
safeguard their family's great power.
The highly-anticipated Book 2 of the #1 bestselling The 39 Clues series. THIS
JUST IN! Amy and Dan Cahill were spotted on a train, hot on the trail of one of
39 Clues hidden around the world. BUT WAIT! Police report a break-in at an elite
hotel, and the suspects ALSO sound suspiciously like Amy and Dan. UPDATE!
Amy and Dan have been seen in a car . . . no, in a speedboat chase . . . and
HOLD EVERYTHING! They're being chased by an angry mob?!?
When seven members of their family were kidnapped, thirteen-year-old Dan
Cahill and his older sister, Amy, got ready for the fight of their lives. But their
enemy, a terrifying group known as the Vespers, remained frustratingly elusive.
They stay in the shadows, picking off Cahills one by one. And now the Vespers
have landed their most serious blow yet – a blow that strikes at the very heart of
the Cahill family. Because Amy and Dan discover that there’s a Vesper mole in
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hostage dies. They have just days to discover who has their back . . . and who
wants to sink a knife into it.
What do the Trojan Horse, Piltdown Man, Keely Motor Company, and Ponzi
Scheme have in common? They were all famous hoaxes, carefully designed and
bolstered with false evidence. The con artists in this book pursued a variety of
ambitions—making money, winning wars, mocking authority, finding fame, trading
an ordinary life for a glamorous one—but they all chose the lowest, fastest road to
get there. Every hoax is a curtain, and behind it is a deceiver operating levers
and smoke machines to make us see what is not there and miss what is. As P.T.
Barnum knew, you can short-circuit critical thinking in any century by telling
people what they want to hear. Most scams operate on a personal scale, but
some have shaped the balance of world power, inspired explorers to sail
uncharted seas, derailed scientific progress, or caused terrible massacres. A
HISTORY OF AMBITION IN 50 HOAXES guides us through a rogue’s gallery of
hustlers, liars, swindlers, imposters, scammers, pretenders, and cheats. In Gale
Eaton’s wide-ranging synthesis, the history of deception is a colorful tour, with
surprising insights behind every curtain. Fountas & Pinnell Level Z+
The third book in the CAHILLS VS. VESPERS series, the follow up to the
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worldwide bestseller THE 39 CLUES. The Vespers have crossed a line. Amy and
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Dan were devastated when the Vespers kidnapped seven Cahills around the
world, holding them hostage until Amy and Dan delivered an impossible ransom.
But at least the hostages were Cahills - members of the world's most powerful
family, trained to face all odds. Now the Vespers have gone too far. They've
kidnapped Atticus, an innocent 11 year old boy and Dan's only friend. Now Dan
and Amy are in the struggle of their lives. Because if they can't outwit the
Vespers, the unthinkable will happen . . . Atticus will die.
As they continue their search for the 39 Clues in China, fourteen-year-old Amy is
faced with a terrible dilemma when her eleven-year-old brother Dan suddenly
disappears--keep on searching for the next Clue or try to find her brother.
Bestselling author Jude Watson takes Amy and Dan on a thrill-packed ride for the 4th
installment of The 39 Clues series. Betrayed by their cousins, abandoned by their
uncle, and with only the slimmest hint to guide them, fourteen-year old Amy Cahill and
her younger brother, Dan, rush off to Egypt on the hunt for 39 Clues that lead to a
source of unimaginable power. But when they arrive, Amy and Dan get something
completely unexpected - a message from their dead grandmother, Grace. Did Grace
set out to help the two orphans . . . ore are Amy and Dan heading for the most
devastating betrayal of them all?
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hunt for the 39 Clues! Minutes before she died Grace Cahill changed her will, leaving
her decendants an impossible decision: "You have a choice - one million dollars or a
clue." Grace is the last matriarch of the Cahills, the world's most powerful family.
Everyone from Napoleon to Houdini is related to the Cahills, yet the source of the family
power is lost. 39 Clues hidden around the world will reveal the family's secret, but no
one has been able to assemble them. Now the clues race is on, and young Amy and
Dan must decide what's important: hunting clues or uncovering what REALLY
happened to their parents.
The Cahills aren't the only family searching for the Clues. . . . The Cahills thought they
were the most powerful family the world had ever known. They thought they were the
only ones who knew about Gideon Cahill and his Clues. The Cahills were wrong.
Powerful enemies —the Vespers— have been waiting in the shadows. Now it’s their time
to rise and the world will never be the same. In Vespers Rising, a brand new 39 Clues
novel, bestselling authors Rick Riordan, Peter Lerangis, Gordon Korman and Jude
Watson take on the hidden history of the Cahills and the Vespers, and the last, terrible
legacy Grace Cahill leaves for Amy and Dan.
Maggie Stiefvater's life has been one of excitement, joy, and success as she has grown
from an adventurous, imaginative child into a bestselling author. Pulling her influence
from great authors such as Jane Yolen, Diana Wynne Jones, and Susan Cooper,
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of her life is as quirky and unique as its subject, and includes some reviews of her
books and series, giving fans a chance to read more by their favorite author.
When the Vespers continue their abductions and cross a line by kidnapping Atticus, an
11-year-old non-Cahill civilian and Dan's only friend, Dan and Amy confront their
biggest challenge ever in order to keep Atticus alive.
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